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May 31st, 2020 - on april 10 1945 a soviet freighter slipped up to a quay at a frozen military base on a remote tip of alaska aptly named cold bay inside her were over 500 sailors of the soviet navy the soviet ships had arrived to train on the first of 149 vessels the u s navy was transferring to the soviet union
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June 2nd, 2020 - the soviet navy russian ????? ??????? ???? ??? romanized voyenno morsko flot ssr vmf lit military maritime fleet of the ussr vmf was the naval warfare uniform service branch of the soviet armed forces often referred to as the red fleet the soviet navy was a large part of the soviet union s strategic planning in the event of a conflict with the warships of the ussr and russia 1945 95
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may 30th, 2020 - it exploded on mine during world war 2 but the most important ships never saw action at all the most notable warship russia had begun building during world war 2 was the 60 000 ton soviet battleship battle of the aleutian islands was a naval battle fought in late may 1943 between the united states navy and the imperial japanese navy
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may 29th, 2020 - i see no reason theyd be in rough shape unless in the war they would stand no chance but by 1944 the ijn navy was in really rough shape because of the usn if japan wasn't engaging a war with the uss theyre no reason theyd be in rough shape unless
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May 28th, 2020 - there has actually been little history written on this topic outside of the ussr and its allies so what was going on in the black sea around the world it appears russia is securing its flanks with missile batteries that have a long reach out to sea and even in some cases deep island
It seems there is a lot of extraneous text and quotations that are not part of the main content. The main content appears to be about the Soviet navy and its battleships during World War II. Here is a summary:

- The Soviet navy was small and paratival during World War II, but it played a significant role in battles.
- The navy participated in most of the battlefronts with the joint efforts of the army.
- The navy was represented by Lieutenant General Kuzma Derevyanko, who signed Japan's Instrument of Surrender.
- The AT Black Sea and the Baltic until 1945 saw a rapid production decline, but the navy was still an asset that Stalin used on a larger scale than the Kriegsmarine in 1941.
- The US Navy and the Soviet Navy in WW2 were often influenced by Italian designs.
- The first Italian Dreadnought, Dante Alighieri, was commissioned on May 31, 1917.
- Russian and Soviet battleships were often equipped with some sort of radar.